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Put Your Intuition to Work 2016-07-25 how we can harness the power of intuition to experience more happiness health and
prosperity in every area of our business and personal lives may l mccarthy author of the path to wealth intuition is the hot
buzzword in business but specific guidelines on how to trust your gut have been sorely lacking put your intuition to work
provides that missing link business is about making money but it s also about making decisions there are relatively small
decisions like when to call a meeting or which emails to answer quickly then there are the big decisions that can make or
break a business which product to launch whom to hire how to spend hard work analytics past successes intelligence and a
great business plan aren t enough anymore many of us are scrambling to discover the path to success but have found
instead that we ve lost our way although many business leaders won t publicize it intuition is a key part of their decision
making success put your intuition to work offers numerous compelling stories from entrepreneurs and executives about how
they successfully use intuition in their daily lives it is an inspiring and practical guide to help you make successful decisions
when you don t have all the facts tap into your passion as a personal source of guidance discover the many ways to listen to
your inner ceo when you are looking for help in utilizing and implementing the instinctual impulses that can be so profound
and valuable in every aspect of our lives start with lynn robinson s put your intuition to work you will be amazed and
delighted steve lishansky author of the ultimate sales revolution
Trusting Your Intuition 1999 the importance of intuition in business as well as its benefits in relationships is now being
recognised limitations are removed achievement is enhanced friendships and partnerships made more fulfilling this will help
you recognise the value of your intuition and learn to trust it more
Your Intuition Led You Here 2021-12-28 an intuitive resource for using everyday tools for magical results featuring 32
rituals to help you tap into your intention and self empowerment from the owners of the destination boutique house of
intuition a must read if you are into crystals energy and rituals popsugar alex naranjo and marlene vargas the owners of the
biggest metaphysical shop on the west coast empower you to hear your inner voice and design your own powerful rituals in
response part memoir part ritual guide your intuition led you here is ultimately a path to accessing the healing potential of
magic understanding your power and putting your intuition into practice with wit lightness and accessibility alex and
marlene guide you through how to create magic with thirty two tried and true ritual recipes this book is a uniquely
knowledgeable guide on how to utilize the power of ritual to tap into intuition and inner knowing symbolism discover the
symbolism behind key ingredients everyday herbs oils elements crystals so that you can devise and personalize your own
rituals rituals to manifest magic put magic to work with candle spells protection baths love jars and box spells for releasing
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and letting go learn zodiac personalized energies herbs colors and the most energetically powerful days of the week to
manifest your desired intentions your intuition is a gift in these pages you will learn to hear it and respond to it with intention
so that you can align your reality with your true self
Develop Your Intuition and Psychic Powers 2008 comprehensive and authoritative develop your intuition and psychic
powers uncovers the natural gifts we all possess yet often leave unused and underdeveloped shedding the mystique that
has surrounded this field and supported by scientific evidence this book shows you how to unlock your creative intuitive and
perceptive skills using simple exercises in addition it will help you achieve effective decision making to find purpose and
direction in life by understanding the patterns that weave through it
Intuitive Listening 2019-10-31 have you ever had a hunch or an intuition about something that you later wished you had
listened and obeyed premonitions come to us as thoughts but they are thoughts of a different kind they are not the product
of a mental exercise they are usually the product of the inner being the soul more often than not our inner premonitions
about something or someone will be right they are often the voice of wisdom and grace seeking to guide our path through
life but the problem is that we have not always learned to recognize this voice and respond accordingly in this book francis
shares how to recognize your deepest premonitions and how to obey spontaneously
Intuitive Listening 2014-01 have you ever had a hunch or an intuition about something that you later wished you had
listened and obeyed premonitions come to us as thoughts but they are thoughts of a different kind they are not the product
of a mental exercise they are usually the product of the inner being the soul more often than not our inner premonitions
about something or someone will be right they are often the voice of wisdom and grace seeking to guide our path through
life but the problem is that we have not always learned to recognize this voice and respond accordingly in this book francis
shares how to recognize your deepest premonitions and how to obey spontaneously
Moving Beyond 2021-07-08 from la s psychic medium to the a list stars comes moving beyond a guide to tapping into your
intuition reading signs and communicating with spirit fleur leussink has been named one of the best mediums by la
magazine and her innate ability to communicate with loved ones in spirit has connected countless families all over the world
through inspirational and educational stories moving beyond answers the questions that fleur receives every day taking the
mystery out of mediumship moving beyond is the perfect book for anyone desiring to know their own spirit and feel a
reassuring connection to the people they have lost using anecdotes from over 15 000 readings and her own life story fleur
provides exercises and steers so you can practice getting closer to connecting with spirit yourself moving beyond will help
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you to understand how intuition and spirit communication works have a practical understanding of your own intuition and
how to recognise a connection with loved ones explore larger questions such as what is my purpose and do we have free will
there are a handful of truly gifted mediums in the world and fleur is one of them lana del rey fleur is one of the best
mediums in the world tony stockwell
Living in Tune 2022-01-11 spiritual coach and intuitive tarot reader liz roberta helps readers to connect with their intuition
and discover their true calling that deeper calling within you don t ignore it it s time to start listening to your intuition and
following it to find your true purpose intuition is the strongest tool we have but far too often we forget to use it or aren t sure
where to begin if you re feeling a little lost unmotivated or unsure of the best path to take it s time to look inward and listen
this is the ultimate guide for you to connect with your intuition discover your soul s calling and finally lead a life where you
feel inspired joyful and in flow liz roberta has devised an accessible framework of 21 transformative questions to help you
take practical steps to activate your intuition figure out what feels right for you and start living in alignment with your
purpose these questions will help you to see the most potent and powerful parts of yourself that you may have been hiding
from you ll discover how to tune in to your own intuition identify your life purpose trust yourself deeply and gain confidence
choose a life path that is truly your own you are here for a reason and your soul knows what s best for you when you finish
the last page you ll know too trust your intuition start living in tune with the flow of life and you ll find you re able to guide
yourself to exactly where you re meant to be
Intuition Is Your Superpower 2019-04-11 chapter one how my body told me the story i ve been trying to forget it was a
winter s night filled with sounds as i climbed into bed i heard the rain pitter patter on the streets of san francisco outside it s
beginning to look a lot like christmas had been playing on repeat in my head the whole day and looked set to accompany me
to sleep when suddenly the booming became too loud too near i woke up and heard footsteps and banging rattling through
my paper thin walls it was my neighbor drunk again dammit he was having a party give him another hour i told myself what
was causing me a 36 year old woman to be this triggered by a neighbor who had no idea he was setting off all kinds of
trauma in me why did i feel so vulnerable and helpless end of preview we re rational creatures well at least that s what we
ve been told naturally when it comes to making decisions you don t look at how you really feel about it you do what your left
brain think is right that is until one day you wake up and realize you re not happy something s terribly wrong even though
you did everything right you have everything you need alright but none of what you want what happened don t let what you
believe to be the choice of your rational mind suck all happiness out of you sometimes you ve got to do a leap of faith and
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trust your intuition a tiny bit more it s here to serve you and save you from wasting time on all the wrong people in all the
wrong places doing all the wrong moves how do you know when is the right time to trust that little voice at the back of your
mind or completely ignore it intuition isn t the opposite of logic facts it s about embracing both the spiritual and rational
intuition isn t the voice of your biggest fears or strongest desires and intuition isn t something only a few chosen ones have
it s rather a skill that can be taught and mastered that s where intuition is your superpower comes to give you some much
needed guidance and clarity in intuition is your superpower you will learn more about what is intuition and what intuition is
not clear away all the prejudice and master the art of using your right brain and left brain at the same time how to sharpen
your intuition easy methods everyone can use without having to leave modern living behind how to tell the difference
between intuition and fear never again let the ego make you doubt your own choices how your intuition talks to you using
your body and get access to the body wisdom chart understand your own self better how to use intuition to heal past trauma
heal and move on the right path for yourself a special bonus chapter how sharp is your intuition your intuition knows what s
best for you even if sometimes it takes a while for your mind to catch up your intuition can take you places only if you trust
yourself a bit more and your intuition is your superpower are you ready to harness it
The Art of Intuition 2011-02-03 from the new york times bestselling author of a book of angels a wise and inspiring guide
to strengthening one s intuitive abilities are you intuitive do you trust your intuitions in the art of intuition sophy burnham
contends that we all have hunches and sudden insights and that we need only awaken to our inborn abilities in order to
develop our inner wisdom in this fascinating book burnham tells the stories of individuals who have seen without seeing to
illustrate the workings of what she calls our intuitive hearts exploring such topics as how loved ones are able to
communicate with one another telepathically to skeptics who deny their power to see into the future this book represents an
important spiritual thinker s take on a subject that is vital to us all according to burnham intuition is always right and when
you receive messages from spirit be it in the form of a subtle impression or a thunderous bolt from the blue you must always
always follow the call
Developing Your Intuition 2011-08-15 leaders often have to make decisions without complete information and those
decisions are expected to be not only right but also timely using reflective techniques can help you learn to depend on your
intuition for help in making good decisions quickly reflective practices may seem time consuming at the beginning but the
time you put in on the front end is well worth the investment it will pay you back both in time and in the quality of the
decisions you make
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Tune In 2013-09-09 connect with your spirit with practical daily routines that will unleash your true spiritual self join new
york times best selling author and internationally renowned teacher and intuitive guide sonia choquette as she reveals a
simple four step plan for achieving lifelong inner transformation in this revised and expanded edition of her book the power
of your spirit and distilled from more than 35 years of helping others get in touch with their true selves and discover their
souls purpose sonia provides profound yet accessible wisdom to those seeking to transcend the strictures of an ego driven
existence and experience the joy and fulfillment of an intuitively guided spirit driven life illuminated with even more
engaging and powerful stories of personal transformation from her life and practice than in the original version this
invaluable book instructs seekers at all stages of their spiritual journeys how to directly tune in to their intuition sonia also
provides additional practical exercises and rituals including breathing techniques visualizations journaling questions and a
step by step guide to setting up and using a personal altar to help us place our intuition at the helm of our spiritual quests
and in the heart of our daily lives whether you re just beginning to tap into your intuition or are already living in the flow
tune in offers a wealth of inspiration that will enable you to engage more deeply with your inner spirit your authentic self and
live a more rewarding fearless and compassionate life
Trust Your Intuition 2002 this guide to using intuition shows how to discover a richer more rewarding life and greater
effectiveness at work it shows the reader how to recognize the value of his or her intuition and learn to trust it more practical
examples are used
Developing Your Intuition with Magic Mirrors 1998 a combination book and card pack magic mirrors represents a new and
different kind of oracle this self empowering system offers readers an opportunity to understand themselves better by
discovering their own personal relationship to symbols and provides step by step guidance for developing intuition and
deepening the process of self inquiry
How to Listen to Your INTUITION 2023-07-04 ever feel a little nudge a whisper in the back of your mind a hunch that seems
inexplicable yet undeniably true that s your intuition a powerful guidance system waiting to be tapped into and this book
how to listen to your intuition is your road map to doing just that within these pages you ll learn to trust that gut feeling the
inner voice that subtly hints at your next move this book demystifies the elusive concept of intuition and reveals how it can
become an integral part of your decision making process leading you to a life of greater alignment fulfillment and peace it
beautifully illustrates how trusting your intuition is not just whimsical thinking but a profound way of engaging with the world
around and within us this book is not just about listening to your intuition but learning to trust it nurture it and implement it
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in your daily life it encourages you to reclaim the power you ve always had within you the power to navigate your life s
course with confidence and authenticity how to listen to your intuition invites you on a journey of self discovery and personal
empowerment fostering a deep connection with your intuitive self begin this journey today and let your intuition guide you
to the life you are meant to live copyright c 2023 swan charm publishing
Intuition And Beyond 2011-05-31 would you like to create more abundance in your life and experience financial freedom
have better success in choosing the right business and personal relationships reach a higher expression of your creativity
and ingenuity and live a healthier more fulfilling life in this immensely practical and insightful book sharon klingler helps you
to open the door of possibility by learning to listen to a voice that doesn t even make a sound the voice of your intuition in
three clear sections you can discover what intuition is and how to identify your intuitive voice how notable people past and
present have used intuition to inform their most important decisions your current i q or intuition quotient from answering a
simple questionnaire the a b cs of applied intuition and how to create the intuitive experience at will
Intuition 2020-12-03 a practical e guide to discovering the lost art of intuition tune into your senses find your inner wisdom
and develop your physical mental emotional and spiritual awareness this self help book will help you open yourself up to the
power of intuition intuition is seen by many as the highest form of intelligence it s the ability to know something instinctively
without having to discover it a deep sense of knowing that gut feeling your intuition can guide you to make wise decisions
that bring more joy love and meaning into your life from journaling and meditation to mindful movement and moon rituals
this developmental guide taps into the myriad ways you can unlock intuitive living it teaches you how to use a broad range
of practices and techniques designed to reveal your path to innate wisdom an essential on any intuitive s virtual bookshelf
this motivational book by amisha ghadiali an intuitive therapist yoga and meditation teacher is filled with inspirational
quotes helpful exercises and information on how to live a life you love it encourages intuitive development in everyday life
health family relationships work creativity and more this inspirational e book from dk books will give you the practical tools
you need to get in touch with your intuition and create the happier more successful life you were meant to live discover the
life changing potential of intuition and learn techniques on how to use it connect with your subconscious mind through
helpful exercises apply intuition to unlock wellness and fulfilment in every area of your life
The Call of Intuition 2020-11-08 unleash your deepest creative wisdom and gain a renewed zest for life it s time to integrate
your three inner guides intuition instinct and insight into your life in new and groundbreaking ways the call of intuition
presents a six step practice designed to help you easily and effectively live from an empowered state of self awareness you
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ll work with chakras crystals mindfulness spirit guides prayers and more as you become attuned to the natural flow of
universal energy and awaken your full potential spiritual intuitive kris franken teaches you how to consciously connect to
intuition through her unique process breathe surrender connect trust honor and nourish practical hands on techniques and
playful exercises accompany each step encouraging you to find the courage and compassion to live your truth and heed
your soul s call this enlightening book helps you open yourself fully to the guidance within and let go of the compulsive
desire for total control
Trust Your Intuition 2019-05-31 there s a better way to tackle depression and anxiety these 100 simple tips and techniques
will teach you to tap into your intuition find meaning in your suffering transform your emotions and emerge stronger and
more powerful than ever
You Are Psychic 2018-06-08 embrace the energy of your true intuitive nature join bestselling author sherrie dillard as she
guides you in discovering when and how your intuition works filled with easy to follow exercises guided meditations and
illuminating stories from sherrie s years of teaching you are psychic shares the secrets of the four psychic types and shows
you how to identify your spiritual strengths while overcoming the doubts or fears that may be standing in your way learning
to trust the elusive energy of psychic awareness can be an important step in your life s journey this book helps you interpret
the intuitive information you receive opening the gateway to support guidance and love from the realm of spirit whether you
desire to improve your relationships career health or finances you are psychic helps you move beyond the five senses and
embrace your deep inner wisdom praise sherrie dillard s you are psychic is one of the best books i ve read to naturally
develop your intuitive skills this book offers comprehensive teachings to help you develop your intuition and know yourself
from the basics to in depth exercises a must read to improve success for personal awareness protection and the ability to
interpret your intuitive realizations you ll refer to dillard s book again and again margaret ann lembo author of chakra
awakening transform your reality using crystals color aromatherapy and the power of positive thought having worked in the
field of energy medicine for over fifteen years i have run across so many people who wish to open up their psychic
awareness but don t know how wouldn t it be nice if there was an easy and effective way to open up your intuition well look
no further than you are psychic by sherrie dillard sherrie beautifully addresses one of the key secrets of developing your
intuition that is rarely addressed opening up your psychic abilities is not a rational step by step process instead she shows us
how we can naturally and spontaneously connect with our innate psychic awareness in a way that is inspiring empowering
and easy to follow i highly recommend you are psychic whether you are intending to expand your practice or even just
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enhance your intuitive abilities to improve your everyday life jennifer taylor ceo of quantum touch inc sherrie opens your
mind to all that you can achieve while pointing out why you may be holding back which is so very helpful when trying to
understand and nurture your psychic abilities throughout you are psychic there is a deep sense of the importance of
becoming one with your intuitive energy and psychic type so that you can become the most complete aware and evolved
spiritual being possible sherrie says we need psychic awareness i say everyone needs to read this eye opening and
extremely helpful book thanks so much for writing it sherrie melissa alvarez author of believe and receive your psychic self
animal frequency and 365 ways to raise your frequency
The Intuitive Heart 2000 is intuition real where does it come from how can we learn to use it and trust it in our own lives
henry reed a psychologist and expert on human consciousness has spent more than twenty five years researching intuition
and has developed an important and reliable way to develop it use it and trust it for answers for others and ourselves the
way to intuition is through the heart through a heart connection that surrounds our questions and concerns with love and
leads us to answers that can provide us with dependable and often profound help in our lives learn reed s easy six step
intuitive heart method and see how it can change your life and the lives of those you care about for the better while also
helping you develop a deeper more spiritual connection to the universal level at which we all are connected
The Intuition Igniter Workbook: Trust Your Gut Feeling, Make Powerful Decisions 2024-04-11 feeling stuck in a cycle of
overthinking and second guessing longing to tap into the wisdom of your intuition and make confident decisions the intuition
igniter workbook is your key to unlocking the power of your gut feeling this interactive workbook will guide you on a journey
of self discovery equipping you with practical exercises sharpen your intuition with engaging activities that help you
recognize and trust your inner voice powerful techniques learn methods to quiet the mental chatter and access the intuitive
wisdom within you inspiring stories discover how others have harnessed their intuition for success in business relationships
and personal growth historical anecdotes explore fascinating examples of intuition throughout history from scientific
breakthroughs to artistic inspiration science backed insights understand the neuroscience behind intuition and how it can
enhance your decision making the intuition igniter workbook goes beyond just making choices it s about cultivating a deeper
connection with your inner self building trust in your gut feelings for greater confidence unlocking creativity and innovation
with intuitive insights developing a holistic approach to decision making combining logic with intuition stop letting fear and
doubt hold you back this empowering workbook will teach you to embrace the whispers of your intuition quiet the external
noise and listen to your inner wisdom make choices aligned with your true desires and values embrace the power of intuition
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for a more fulfilling life the time to ignite your intuition is now the intuition igniter workbook is your essential guide to
unlocking the power within and making decisions with confidence and clarity
Ignite Your Intuition 2010-01-01 extraordinist craig karges is known to millions of television viewers for his remarkable
demonstrations of extraordinary phenomena on the tonight show with jay leno larry king live and many other tv shows he
presented his one man touring show experience the extraordinary at performing arts centers universities and corporate
events in over 150 cities worldwide in 1998 readers will learn how to use their intuition to solve problems make decisions
come up with creative ideas forecast their future and even learn how to be in the right place at the right time karges reveals
to readers proven techniques to program the subconscious mind for success including visualization affirmations and goal
setting they will learn how to use their subconscious to achieve personal goals and become the individuals they truly want to
be karges also delves deeper into the power of the subconscious disclosing how to use dreams to solve problems and gain
powerful insights about life he reveals how it may be possible to know the unknown how to exploit your natural psychic
abilities readers will learn how to recognize these powers develop them and use them in daily life karges includes exercises
games and stunts that help readers test and enhance subconscious skills while amazing their friends at the same time
Your Intuition Led You Here 2021-10-28 be inspired live a fulfilling life develop and trust your intuition intuition and you
explains how intuition is an unconscious belief that is born and raised from life s experiences intuition is a guiding force to
help you take the correct fork in the road and make a success of your life if your intuition is used wisely you may be
transported into the spiritual realm and develop your soul jane reveals how exciting life can be when you use your intuition
she shares with the reader her adventures both far above the world climbing mountains and far below it in the depths of the
ocean jane also explains how by using her developed intuition she can look back on her life with understanding and wit we
are never too old or too young to use and develop our intuition and a trusted intuition can enrich and lead our lives
professionally financially and socially
Intuition and You 2011 no fears or worries let reiki snap open and escalate your intuitive skills more than just another reiki
book reiki and your intuition a union of healing and wisdom is a step by step process for exploring your intuition your heart
and your soul as reiki touches your life enters your experience and becomes a part of who you are this manual will assist you
as a practitioner or a teacher in understanding all the strange and sometimes weird and scary intuitive perceptions that reiki
opens you up to using a clear and knowledgeable framework presented in this book prepare to become a better healing
vessel as you discover the beautiful union between healing and intuitive wisdom within the covers of this book you will find
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spaces to privately document your heightened awareness realize what intuition truly is and the keys to being a successful
intuitive reiki practitioner learn that your intuition is awakened by the reiki attunements begin to utilize all the intuitive
pathways to assist others and yourself br learn that thoughts and emotions are a vital key to illness suffering and wellness
find out why empaths suffer and what to do to help yourself and others protect yourself in a new way create a sacred union
with intuition and the wisdom of reiki
Trust Your Gut: Go with Your Intuition and Make Better Choices 2024-12 available to every one of us intuition is a natural gift
that can guide us in our lives practical intuition sheds the mystique and shows you commonsense ways to access this
wonderful resource this fascinating book will teach you how to awaken your intuition and how to recognize your individual
voice whether you are looking to improve your career opportunities gain financial stability or enhance personal relationships
practical intuition will help you train your natural instinct into a powerful asset back cover
Reiki and Your Intuition 2019-05-01 do you ever get a gut feeling that turns out to be right intuition is a powerful inner
voice that can guide you in your personal and professional life however many of us struggle to tap into this powerful
resource the intuition development workbook is your comprehensive guide to strengthening your intuition and making it a
cornerstone of your decision making process in this interactive workbook you ll discover what intuition is and how it works
the science behind intuition signs you re already using your intuition techniques to strengthen your intuition how to
overcome common intuition blockers exercises to practice your intuition in everyday life real life examples of how intuition
can benefit you whether you re a seasoned entrepreneur or simply seeking greater self awareness this workbook will equip
you with the tools and practices to harness your intuition and make confident choices that align with your deepest wisdom
embrace your inner guidance and unlock a life filled with clarity purpose and success get your copy of the intuition
development workbook today
Practical Intuition 2002 reclaim your intuition each day as i guide you through simple and easy techniques to help you
understand and discern your intuition in your daily life you will be able to have a close connection with your intuition and
how to connect with your intuition for inner guidance and clarity through the 21 days you will reconnect to your intuition and
strengthen that inner wisdom that s been with you all along as well as have confidence with one s intuition within the book
you will also find bonus meditations and frequently asked questions that may come up when working with one s intuition
intuition is a natural ability everyone has the gift of intuition and can utilize it in their life daily enjoy reconnecting and
working with your intuition to truly trust and honor your gut instincts as your truth
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The Intuition Development Workbook: Unleash Your Inner Wisdom 2024-03-27 break through old patterns of
boredom and lack of fulfilment to discover your most brilliant life your intuition holds the key to a truly inspired life it can
however bring with it an increased sensitivity so overwhelming that some find it hard to operate in day to day life others feel
foolish or weird when acknowledging their intuition in a world focussed on science we have amazing technology and vast
physical abundance however ignoring our intuition has deprived us of untold benefits in our careers well being and
relationships the soul s brain reveals the principles of conscious intuition these principles are part of the structure of our
universe forming patterns in our lives which are as fundamental as breathing knowing these patterns allows you to translate
between intuition and science understanding the neurology and logic of your intuition will allow you live a truly brilliant and
inspired life catherine wilkins guides you through the nine step process to conscious intuition you will learn how tuning into
your intuition is a skill like any other all it takes is knowledge and practice science and spirituality have a common language
you don t need to choose between science and intuition you can use both together to achieve your full potential
Intuitive Beauty: Reclaim Your Intuition in 21 Days 2019-01-19 ever walk into a room and it suddenly feels wrong how about
the person who had a feeling they should call their loved one only to find out they passed away two hours after the call
millions of people around the world hear their intuition in life saving moments what if you could tap into that everyone
searches for answers we have all reached that crossroad and wondered which road we should take which path leads to the
most money health love what if the answer to all these questions were right in front of you in this life changing book
katharine giovanni shows you how to hear that little bird on your shoulder you know the one it s your inner voice your
intuition your higher self this book shows you how to use your intuition deliberately so you can really hear the answers this
book is exactly what i needed to read at this point in my life it gives practical tools to help you deal with overcome your
anger bitterness past trauma and finding joy most of us move through life just to survive this book is helping me thrive learn
how to ask my angels to reveal answers in the way i can receive it and trust that little birdie my gut to lead the way thank
you katharine for an amazing book that i literally stopped what i was doing to answer the prompts and get on with the best
of the rest of my life precious l williams ceo perfect pitches by precious llc katharine s conversational tone throughout her
story is so refreshing i sat down and read the entire book in one sitting this book gives you so many tips suggestions on how
to listen to your intuition i wish i had read this book a few years ago her voice allows you to relate because you instantly feel
like you know her when she tells you you got this you believe her she is honest about her own bumps on the road of life
because we all have them thank you katharine for sharing your gift with the world what an inspiration you are if you want to
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start taking steps to guide your life in a new direction read this book jennifer m alemany author speaker mentor i couldn t
put it down katharine s stories were fascinating the tips were excellent and the exercises were very helpful congratulations
on writing and publishing a much needed example and resource to help others trust and utilize their intuition more sandy
geroux m s award winning and motivational leadership speaker trainer and author as a paranormal investigator and student
of the metaphysical for over 20 years the concepts of intuition inner voice etc are something that i have struggled with and
embraced in equal measure i believe strongly that we all have the ability to intuit when we take the time to listen in this
book katharine giovanni uses stories from her own life experience to simply and matter of factly explain the concepts and
implementation of the intuition that we all possess this book is the treasure in a sea of elaborate and flowery prose related
to this topic katharine s stories support her points in a way that was for me a joy to read i really enjoyed it if you are curious
about or doubt the guidance you receive this is a must read jeffery sullivan director sixth sense paranormal investigations
san antonio tx one of the things that i love about katharine s writing is her straightforward easygoing approach i feel like she
s talking to me as i m reading the book she combines her personal stories and wit to explain how we all can access our
intuition rather than keeping this wisdom a mysterious secret she shares exercises in the back of the book so we can diy she
wants her readers to know how to help themselves by using intuition i believe that everyone even the skeptics can gain
value reading this book i highly recommend it susan fitzell consultant author trainer speaker
Soul's Brain 2019-02-05 what if the answers to your prayers are closer than you think do you keep asking but feel your
prayers are going unanswered or taking an extremely long time to come to fruition can you trust your gut feeling to guide
you when so far you ve failed to manifest many of your goals when mariana cooper hit up against the frustrations and
heartbreak of dashed dreams loss of loved ones and the complications that real life brings she set out on a quest to learn
the language in which we actually receive the answers to our desires what she discovered is the energetic communication
system that delivers the answers to our prayers she calls it the aha factor now it s time for you to activate your own aha
factor the little known language of answered prayer in this eye opening book mariana shares how to access your aha factor
to receive and interpret the answers to your prayers and intentions what an aha moment actually is and how to have more
of them throughout your day to help you to make decisions that you can believe in the list of 101 signs symbols and
synchronicities that show when a message is coming to you and what it means how to easily incorporate your aha factor into
all aspects of your life including money love and other relationships body work handling toxic people and situations and
bringing your biggest dreams and goals to fruition much more quickly than you could ever do with logic alone when you are
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fully aware of your aha factor and how to use it you can finally interpret the answers that are always being sent your way
and anything is possible
The Little Bird on your Shoulder 2021-10-01 an accessible practical toolkit for accessing your inner guidance system and
connecting with your spiritual side a must read for anyone looking to discover their true self and purpose helen s insights are
the real deal and anyone who receives them will feel the impact in their life for years to come jack delosa entrepreneur and
founder of the entourage learn how to foresee potential life pitfalls realise what your guidance is asking you to heal and why
and prepare to find your true soul calling successful pr executive turned psychic helen jacobs never wanted to be a medium
but the universe came knocking after following advice from her spirit guides helen left her successful career to start her own
business soon seeing a long list of clients with extensive waiting lists for one on one sessions now a full time psychic helen
runs sell out workshops events and a dedicated social media group which helps people all around the world find the life they
want to lead weaving her own personal experiences throughout you already know helen shares her unlikely journey and
explains how to create a beautiful life for yourself today by listening closely to your intuition and developing it so that you
can be a spiritual ninja
You Already Know 2021 you don t need to strengthen your intuition what you need to strengthen is your awareness of it the
nature of intuition is a groundbreaking book that synthesizes physics metaphysics eastern and western philosophy
psychology business biology and linguistics to explain why intuition is not something you have to work at nor is it some
freakish psychic gift instead intuition is a natural part of your life you just need to become aware of your intuitive ability and
choose to use it a remarkably thorough tour of the nature of intuition its important functions and the means by which it may
be sharpened for everyday use an intellectually nuanced account of a mysterious element of the human experience kirkus
reviews authors nigel and maggie percy have been professional intuitives since 2001 through their books events and
websites they have taught students in many countries how to tap into their natural intuitive abilities to enhance their lives in
endless ways decades of experience have taught the authors the value of intuition and how natural it is and they believe
everyone can benefit from learning to harness their intuition all it takes is to become more self aware too often being
intuitive is seen as a sort of spiritual gift which must be nurtured and revered or which is given to very few springing fully
formed at birth what this book makes abundantly clear through stories examples and the results of research in a variety of
disciplines is that intuition is always present in your life you cannot escape it because it is an inevitable aspect of being
human and in fact accepting and using your intuition provides many benefits all that is necessary is that you learn to see it
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at work and accept the enhancement it brings your life the nature of intuition is a comprehensive tour that includes a theory
of how intuition works that integrates modern science from many disciplines and ancient wisdom from a variety of cultures
conclusive proof that intuition is not just one thing but can arrive using a variety of channels demonstration that intuition has
explainable and natural origins a useful and complete definition that makes it easier to understand and discuss intuition an
easy to follow guide with meaningful yet easy ways to use intuition in your life buy the nature of intuition today for an
innovative and practical explanation of how and why intuition works together with simple ways to harness your natural
intuitive ability to improve your life
The Aha! Factor 2016-01-19 a guide for getting in touch with the inner wisdom that can lead to a more abundant and
successful life when you are in touch with your intuition every moment in your life takes on a whole new dimension as
intuitive wisdom pours in your ability to assess each situation for immediate guidance allows you to move smoothly on your
chosen path decision making becomes quick easy and fruitful and you move closer and closer to your best life by divining
what is true for you divine intuition is more than simply a book about paying attention to your intuition the book is filled with
inspirational quotes helpful exercises and information on how to live a life you love offers practical wisdom for creating an
abundant life of purpose and fulfillment shows how to look within for guidance and build patience faith and trust helps to
identify the primary ways that you can tap your intuition this inspirational book will give you the practical tools you need to
envision attract and create the abundant and successful life you were meant to live
You Already Know 2019-09-03 your healing journey of self discovery starts here when there is so much going on in our lives
how do we filter out what feels right from what feels wrong how do we become more in tune with who we really are and
what we really need the answer is intuition the life changing power of intuition is your guide to finding and following your
own inner voice full of practical advice exercises and meditations author emma lucy knowles will show you how to develop
your intuition and deepen your connection to your authentic self learning to be guided by your intuition creates positive
change in all areas of your life from improving your relationships and healing your stresses and anxieties to nailing that big
work presentation to achieving your fitness goals or breaking bad habits the secret to changing your life is already inside
you
The Nature Of Intuition 2019-09-12 21 simple and easy daily rituals to help you tune into your inner wisdom so that you can
start making better more inspired decisions in your life like optimism intuition can be cultivated research has shown that
contrary to popular opinion intuition isn t something we are born with and it doesn t come naturally to everyone intuition is a
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skill that we can learn and we can get better at it the more we practise drawing on science psychology and theresa s
techniques this book offers 21 simple and proven daily rituals to help you tune into your inner wisdom and start making
better decisions in your life today following on from the success of 21 rituals to change your life readers will be encouraged
to follow a daily ritual plan for a period of at least 21 days research shows that it takes around three weeks to ensure a daily
ritual becomes entrenched at a neural level and is therefore powerful enough to change your life for the better each of the
intuition boosting rituals are simple and easy to understand and can be incorporated into everyday life in a matter of
moments most importantly they are enjoyable and rewarding with external benefits or internal insights becoming obvious
within days combining science esoteric arts the power of ritual and the accessibility of popular psychology this easy to read
guide will engage motivate and inspire
Divine Intuition 2012-12-03 has your intuition been giving you messages but you don t know what they mean do you find
it hard to trust your intuition because you think you might be making it up would you like to have intuitive guidance at your
fingertips but you re not sure if your intuition is working at all do you want to have more understandable information from
your intuition intuition on demand can help you fix all these problems once and for all if you re in control of your intuition
you can find the right answers to questions such as should i move where should i go who do i pick to be my friend spouse
doctor or lawyer how do i fix the difficulties in my relationship what should i do to improve my health why am i stuck in my
career when you finish reading this book you ll be able to make your intuition happen when you want on what you want and
get detailed information you ll have an education and understanding of intuition so you can get instant intuitive guidance for
all your important life decisions and know what action to take that will give you a better outcome you ll always be assured of
the best course of action to take to feel safe comforted and calm lisa k phd developed these methods and technique to help
her become a sold out intuitive reader and one day save her life developed from years of research training and experience
intuition on demand provides a step by step technique to help others like yourself to develop your intuition from scratch
discover the intuition development map lisa s signature intuition on demand technique ways to reprogram your thinking
intuition worksheets practical exercises and much more
The Life-Changing Power of Intuition 2022-07-19
21 Rituals to Ignite Your Intuition 2019-04-16
Intuition on Demand 2017-06-13
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